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WADING IN THE SWAMP

PROBLEM HOPPING 

SETTING UP SESSIONS

PAIN IS INEVITABLE

EXPERIENTIAL AVOIDANCE

PSYCHOLOGICAL FLEXIBILITY

RESISTANCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we go through the PPP, I encourage you to evaluate the things I talk about and think on how you can apply any of this to your own clients. Its hard to put a PPPlike this together because there is so much that ACT does for people. So, I tried to pick out what would be a good start if you are just venturing out to do ACT with your clients.



CREATING A RICH & MEANINGFULL LIFE 
WHILE ACCEPTING THE PAIN THAT LIFE BRINGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is a trans-diagnostic, behavioural therapy based on behavioural analysis, uses minimal psychiatric labels and has a unique methodology.Act assumes that the psychological processes of a normal human mind are often destructive and create psychological suffering.  Act makes no attempt to decrease signs and symptoms of depression or anxiety but the decrease of symptoms is a by-product. Act is based on values, forgiveness, acceptance, compassion, living in the moment and accessing one’s transcendent sense of self. Act challenges the ground rules of most other “western” therapies (distracting, suppressing, modifying, reconstructing).ACT asserts that trying to suppress our emotions or modify our beliefs and thoughts can be unhealthy, the goal is to accept them, embrace the unwanted experiences, and be open, flexible and curious about them. ACT is an evidence-based therapy that uses the principles of being present, accepting, committing to action, cognitively defusing, aligning with one’s values and accessing the observing self to increase psychological flexibility. ACT therapy is highly collaborative, the therapist and client form therapy goals together. Because clients are stuck, rigid and inflexible, the aim is to get them unstuck and flexible by acknowledge their suffering. It’s accepting that pain is inevitable but suffering is optional.ACT is a therapy so hard to classify that it has been described as an “existential humanistic cognitive behavioral therapy.” AND THERE IS ACT IN A NUTSHELL



WADING IN THE SWAMP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Feeling down from time to time is a normal part of life, but when hopelessness and despair take hold and don’t go away, your client may have depression. Depression changes how our clients think, feel, and function in daily activities such as work and school, it impacts their appetite, sleep, sex drive and energy and tends to cause anhedonia. When working with clients with depression in ACT, you can expect to see Feelings of helplessness and hopelessness. A bleak outlook, nothing will ever get better and there’s nothing you can do to improve your situation. Anhedonia. Decrease in hobbies, pastimes, social activities, sex., its an overall inability feel joy and pleasure. Appetite or weight changes. A 5% change in body weight in one month, a weight loss or gain Sleep changes. Either insomnia, waking in the early morning, oversleeping, difficulty falling asleep etc. Anger or irritability. Feeling agitated, restless, edgy, short, impatient or violent.  Low energy. Feeling fatigued, sluggish, physically drained. Your body feels heavy, and even small tasks are exhausting or take longer to complete. Self-loathing. Sense of worthlessness, guilt, shame, incompetency. Clients harshly criticize themselves for perceived faults and mistakes. Reckless behavior. Engaging in escapist behavior-substance abuse, gambling, reckless driving, dangerous sports., drugs, promiscuity. Concentration problems. Trouble focusing, making decisions, or remembering things. Unexplained aches and pains. increase in somatic complaints ie headaches, back pain, aching muscles, and stomach pain. So, wading in the swamp is called the Swamp metaphor where the therapist says to the patient: “Let’s say there are things that you might want, but they are on the other side of a swamp. These are important things, things that deeply matter to you. Would you be willing to get muddy to get to the other side of the swamp?” Then the therapist explores this metaphor with the client, noting that values based actions sometimes involve difficult internal experiences and may even be the thing that motivates values-based behavior. The therapist explains that remaining on the  side of the swamp, is simply living with the pain of disconnection, not living their values and having never tried a journey through the swamp.



PROBLEM-HOPPING

EXHIBITION OF FEAR 
AND APPREHENSION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depression and anxiety are believed to stem from the same biological vulnerability, which may explain why they often go hand-in-hand. Anxiety makes depression worse (and vice versa). Russ Harris says we need to “change the label of anxiety disorders to experiential avoidance disorders”. He says that avoidance rules people’s lives. Another metaphor for anxiety is the therapist says to the client that they have the perfect anxiety detection machine and imagine that they could hook the client up to this perfect anxiety detection machine, and then the therapist would know if the client was getting even a little anxious. The therapist says to the client that their only job is to not get anxious. And the therapist assures the client that they want to make sure he doesn’t get anxious and so they will motivate him, if he gets anxious, by being whacked with a stick by the therapist. The therapist gets the client hooked up and says “I am going to turn the switch on now and ask you to not be anxious.”What do you think will happen? (The patient, of course will feel anxiety.) And, the patient is hooked up to the perfect anxiety detection machine. The therapist says “You are hooked up to your own central nervous system and you are motivated to not feel anxious as it means something about you as a person: If you are anxious, something is wrong with you. Anxiety becomes something to be anxious about.”So, anxiety is a normal reaction to stress and can be beneficial in some situations as it can alert us to dangers and help us prepare and pay attention. Clients will often say “I have too much anxiety, I must get rid of it”. The ACT therapist validates this deep attachment to getting rid of it even though that very avoidance has long-term costs on their lives.Anxious apprehension has a negative impact on many areas of one’s life. There is the anticipation of future concerns. there are 4 characteristics of anxious apprehension. Hyperarousal (fight or flight), a negative affect of fear, anxiety and nervousness, uncontrollability/unpredictability and a threat-related stimuli.Anxiety disorders can cause people to try to avoid situations that trigger or worsen their symptoms, life gets narrow, job performance, school work and personal relationships can be affected. They can have panic, worry thoughts about being rejected, or being judged. The client will fuse with these concepts, might use drugs to avoid their anxiety, they will avoid people, places and events. They may be highly self-critical.We can’t possibly target every fear or symptom a client has, but when anxiety and fear areOut of proportion to the situation or age inappropriateHinder one’s ability to function normallyThere is an overreaction when something triggers one’s emotionsYour client can’t control his responses to situationsIt’s hard to get through the day.Then the anxiety needs to be looked at.



INFORMED CONSENT

PAUSE BUTTON 

CLARIFYING AIM OF THERAPY

ESTABLISHING GOALS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In ACT, we make sessions experiential, this means the therapist and client get active, the client learns new skills. This starts right in session 1. This is paving the way to experiential work. We focus on one thing in session and we ask the client what that will be. We are setting up the session in a way that can easily address problematic behaviours. Then, we readily reinforce psychologically flexible behaviours that the client has engaged in by commenting favourably & reviewing the effects of it. INFORMED CONSENT –sounds a little like this: When we introduce new skills, I’ll ask you to practice them between sessions. ACT also involves clarifying your values: finding out what matters to you, what you want to stand for in life, in the face of your challenges,. therapy may seem like a roller-coaster ride; and I may pull you out of your comfort zone , how does that sound?? We always give the client: The Freedom to Say NoClients with trauma can be afraid to state their opinion, say no or be assertive, we don’t want clients feeling coerced into talking about trauma. Press Pause ButtonWe give each other permission to “press pause”, to notice what each are doing? We ask, is this Helpful, useful, problematic? Is this okay? So we can address it?  And the client presses their invisible pause button, if the therapist gets something wrong etc.  Clarifying behavioral goals:What does the client want for therapy? Specific outcomes? We are asking the client “how will you know that your goal is helping?” What will you be doing differently? Client’s might say, “I won’t be depressed. I won’t be in bed all day.” Dropping anchorA mindful centering or grounding metaphor that holds you steady when a chaotic storm comes up any time of the day or in session, and the storm will come up in therapy, in the form of hypo/hyper arousal, disengagement, flashbacks, urge-surfing, panic attacks, dissociation and so forth.



DANCING AROUND THE HEXAFLEX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like any therapy modality, you build rapport, ask questions like “what brings you to therapy? When will you know when you are better? (establishing goals). You may have to get right into creative hopelessness which is a great way to take a history as well (this is basically confronting the client’s avoidance agenda that we see in depression and a variety of anxiety disorders)In ACT, you can start a session anywhere on the Hexaflex.  You can move around it, in ACT we call it dancing around the Hexaflex. New therapists often start with values, in your first session, where you can point out to your new client that they likely value ‘health’ since they are seeking out treatment for anxiety or depression. Values can be a good place to start if your client is unmotivated. It helps to increase a sense of purpose and can increase that motivation. If your client is struggling with grief and loss, you may start with acknowledging the pain and suffering, leaning into it, expanding one’s awareness, opening up and accepting life as it is, coupled with self-compassion and experiential exercises.If clients are dissociating right off the hop, or in hypo/hyperarousal, are experiencing high anxiety or panic, you could start with contacting the present moment and engage in grounding and dropping anchor. If the client is fused with amotivation, hopelessness , you can go into defusion from hopelessness while bringing in values.We also have to be mindful that we ask permission from our clients to travel down a certain path as we are merely the tour guides. You can ask the client “what would you like to focus on today in session?



YOUR PAIN IS YOUR ALLY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nobody gets out of this life without pain. But its whether we choose to bring suffering into it. Accepting, opening up, leaning into, and being curious about our pain leads to a life that is rich, full and meaningful We all have failure, loss, rejection, fear, sadness and anxiety.. All of these hurt, they suck, they are our own personal inner experiencesAll of our life’s undertakings can cause joy and they can cause pain. Not leaning into, accepting and opening up to pain, and the emotions, physical sensations and thoughts that go with it, leads to pathology and suffering. Pain is part of life.  Suffering is not part of life.  We do it to ourselves. People die on us.  We lose jobs, homes. We get sick. We fall and skin our knee. This is life.  But, if you stand back and utilize an analytical eye over your life, you will find that such events, are not that often. Suffering is universal, and our minds have developed to amplify our suffering. Life is hard but we need to transform this suffering into something purposeful.It can be difficult for many people to believe that opening themselves up to their pain will free them from suffering. You can ask your clients to consider the fact that, with all of their efforts to avoid pain, they are still suffering with depression and anxiety. Spending a great deal of one’s life applying the same technique to pain (avoiding it or denying it), is like hitting your head in the same spot over and over and wondering why it still hurts. Yes they still suffer, so its a signal that it is time to try something different.



THE 3 HAPPINESS MYTHS

HAPPINESS IS OUR NATURAL STATE

HAPPINESS MEANS FEELING GOOD

IF YOU AREN’T HAPPY YOU’RE DEFECTIVE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are about 8 basic human emotions (love, anticipation, sadness, anger, trust, fear, surprise and disgust) some feel pleasurable and some feel unpleasant, some good, some bad, some negative or positive. We typically look at our emotions this way. But emotions are really neutral, it’s the connotation that we put on them, and once labeled, a struggle with our emotions ensues.Millions of people are caught in this happiness trap, and Russ Harris explains that the way most of us go about trying to find happiness ends up making us miserable, and driving the epidemic of stress, anxiety, and depression up. We all tend to believe the happiness myths, but we are fooling ourselves. Myth 1- Happiness is our natural state, well our normal stated is actually ever changing, it ebbs and flows (Tim Horton’s- ask for dble cream=super happy, then I get in my car and its black=very angry and upset).Myth 2- This myth is linked to the first myth, happiness means feeling good. Well, that may be true, but how long does a feeling, any feeling last? I think we misconstrue happiness for a rich, full and meaningful life. Meaningful but not always happy. Think about raising your children who can bring you immense joy and absolute rage or anger in the next moment.Myth 3- If you aren’t happy, you are defective. Well, life, career, kids, relationships, work can all cause pain. So, I guess we are all defective. Breaking away from the happiness traps helps to Reduce stress and worry �Handle painful feelings and thoughts more effectively �Break self-defeating habits �Overcome insecurity and self-doubt �Create a meaningful life



WHAT HOOKS US?

RULES  REASONS  JUDGEMENTS  PAST  FUTURE  SELF 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cognitive fusion takes hold of us when we become so attached to patterns of thinking or specific thoughts that they get in the way of leading a full life.  The reality is that this constant chatter in your head are really centuries of conditioned conversations or recycled thoughts that don’t belong to you which only leads to struggle, suffering and significant distress. Then, these thoughts become paralyzing and we forget that they are nothing more than words and images floating through our minds to which we assign meaning. We decide what those thoughts mean, not the thoughts themselves. We develop a strong belief in their literal content. This leads to depression and anxiety. Therefore, we listen and believe everything our mind tells us. But not everything our minds tell us is problematic (i.e., balance your bankbook, drive safely, etc.), but what happens when your mind says you are unattractive or boring? = avoid/isolate/numb out. Cognitive fusion is most likely to arise across 6 domains, and these are rules, reasons, judgements, the past, the future and the concept of self.RULES: there are unspoken rules that we live by, stories we tell ourselves about how to act, think and feel your client may saywords like should, must, ought, it’s a rigid, inflexible rule, and this leads to high suffering. We see this when a client has unmet expectations, perfectionistic traits, is thrown into a loop when unexpected changes occur, or they have difficulty changing thinking patterns.REASONS: are the things we tell ourselves about why we cant shouldn’t or wont do certain things. “I can’t go to school, I do not have the willpower. I shouldn’t be depressed, so I am just lazy”JUDGMENTS: The way we judge situations, others, ourselves, events, feelings, behaviours inform our decision-making process. We make sense of our world through judgments positively or negatively. We teach our clients to hold them lightly in our hand so new information can enter our lives.PAST: Living in the past is blindness for the now. Its staying fused with all that is behind us. This is one of the many reasons that lead us to depression. FUTURE:  Fused with fretting over what might happen. Being fixated on the future stops us from taking workable action in the present moment.SELF: We all have some idea of who we are, but we can get fused with our conceptualized self, “I am weak, I don’t need help, I am not depressed” or what I call the “I am not good enough story”.



EXPERIENTIAL AVOIDANCEPEOPLE WILL DO ANYTHING 
NO MATTER HOW ABSURD TO AVOID FACING THEIR OWN SOUL 

Carl Jung

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is experiential avoidance? It is the cornerstone of anxiety disorders, and mood disorders. The client attempts to avoid thoughts, feelings, memories, physical sensations, and other internal experiences even when doing so creates harm in the long-run“. There is often a natural tendency to want to avoid uncomfortable experiences. The irony is that experiential avoidance has been found to actually maintain psychological distress. We all have a natural survival instinct embedded within us that creates an aversive reaction to unpleasant/uncomfortable events. This hard wired instinct tells us to avoid things that are unpleasant, because they are likely to be dangerous or harmful. However, this same instinct affects our internal processes as well, disconnecting the self from thoughts, emotions, and physical sensations.For those who have extremely distressing or unwanted thoughts and feelings, the desire to push them away or deny them is understandable. After all, who would “want” to experience pain and suffering? For relief from the internal pain to occur, you must open yourself up to experiencing the very thoughts and feelings that you are trying so hard to avoid. The pain that comes along with certain thoughts, feelings, and events in life cannot be avoided. It is only when we react to life’s inevitable pain by withdrawing from the body and mind, that we create our own suffering, suffering that does not need to exist.Acceptance is the complete opposite to avoidance. When we practice mindfulness daily and apply an open and accepting attitude to all internal and external experiences (including the painful ones), then we free ourselves from suffering. Using our observing self, enables us to clearly see  chronic avoidant patterns … and that pain is an aspect of our lives and … it is the avoidance of this reality that creates emotional difficulty.But not all forms of experiential avoidance are unhealthy. Many are adaptive., making little difference to long-term quality of life. ACT only targets experiential avoidance that persists when it is costly, futile or life altering -> becoming PATHOLOGICAL.



ACT IS FULL OF EXPOSURE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exposure HierarchiesIn ‘traditional’ exposure the aim is habituation to reduce anxiety, with  the use of SUDS (Subjective Units of Distress Scores). But, this emphasis on lowering anxiety or reducing SUDS feeds into the agenda of experiential avoidance.ACT is an exposure-based model, we typically work flexibly, spontaneously, fluidly, with whatever stimuli shows up for the client in this moment of the session. The purpose of exposure in ACT is not to ‘habituate’ or ‘reduce anxiety’ (although these are common outcomes of ACT based exposure). The purpose is to develop psychological flexibility in the presence of the stimulus. Its not about decreasing fear or anxiety but rather being focused, engaged in the here and now, being in touch with one’s values, being able to defuse and cope with a range of emotions and thoughts. ACT allows us to pay attention to that whole continuum of emotional experience: shame, guilt, fear, anxiety, anger, sadness, grief. It focuses on quality of life, not just symptom reduction.  We practice mindful, values-guided exposure, unfolding ourselves to things ‘outside our skin’ and ‘inside our skin’.Talking about one’s symptoms in an open and curious way is exposure. The client regularly and frequently is asked to notice with curiosity and openness the inner processes that arise while talking about their depression or anxiety. In ACT, we define exposure with psychological, emotional, cognitive and behavioural flexibility. Behaviors often become rigid, inflexible, limited over time. We do not use the word exposure. “Are you willing to make room for this anxiety, in order to do these things that really matter to you?” If the answer is, “How do I do that?”, we teach acceptance/defusion skills.If the answer is “No”, we check: “Is it really important to you to do these things you say you want to do?” If the client answers “No” to this, then we need to clarify: what does the client want from therapy? we need to establish behavioural goals.In ACT, the therapist helps the client to engage, and do what matters since their lives have been taken over by depressive symptoms or anxiety and avoiding.Acceptance is the complete opposite of  experiential avoidance. When we are present and apply an open and accepting attitude to all internal and external experiences (including the painful ones), then we free ourselves from suffering. Acceptance is a form of exposure. Using experiential ways to get at acceptance is a form of exposure (physicalizing an emotion).



EXPOSURE

ACCEPTANCE

PRESENT MOMENT

DEFUSION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am going to do a short exposure technique on you as a group. I will go easy. This is just a small way of showing you how much you can do in therapy, using 4/6 processes on the hexaflex. You don’t have to join in if you feel awkward. Aim: to facilitate accepting a feeling by imagining it as a physical object in the body This is an eyes closed exercise where you are asked to connect to a particularly difficult struggle and the emotion that comes along with it (e.g., sadness, anxiety). Step1: Notice with curiosity where the feeling is located Step 2: Imagine the feeling as an object inside the body Where is it located? Is it at the surface, or deep inside? Moving or still? Shape & size? Light, heavy or weightless? Liquid, solid, gaseous? Colour(s)? Transparent or opaque? Temperature? Hot or cold spots? Texture of the surface? What would it feel like to touch? Movement, vibration, pulsation or sound? Step 3: Expansion Breathe into it/ make room for it/ place a hand upon it etc. Step 4: Link acceptance to values: Are you willing to make room for this object, in order to …… (mention some values-guided action or goal, e.g. in order to be the sort of kind, loving, available father you want to be) NB: In ACT, acceptance is always in the service of values & values-guided goals! 



PSYCHOLOGICAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of ACT is to create psychological flexibility, which includesthe ability to be psychologically present (i.e., aware and engaged in your experience even if it is painful) andthe ability to direct your behavior to serve meaningful life values.This is accomplished through six core processes seen on the HexaflexContact with the present moment Perspective taking/observing selfValues Cognitive DefusionCommitted actionAcceptance



PSYCHOLOGICAL FLEXIBILITY PSYCHOLOGICAL RIGIDITY



FOR DEPRESSION. FOR ANXIETY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is essential to develop a case formulation to develop mastery of ACT.Here, the client describes what he sees as the main problem from his own perspective.The Client describes what he wants from therapy, what he wants to do more or less of. He identifies what he wants to stop or start feeling like less anxiety, to feel calm, be happy, or be my old self. Emotional goals like “I want to be happy”, we turn into behavioural goals (see friends more, do pleasurable activities etc.).We look at the external barriers, what is getting in the way that is external to me., that keeps me from living a rich, full and meaningful life, these could include one’s health, relationships, work and finances for ex.  We review unworkable action, where the client has no clarity on what they are working on. This involves looking at away moves (drugs, alcohol, promiscuity, over-spending and isolating self for example) and overt avoidance such as people, places, things, events and activities outside one’s body.We can also explore the thoughts and feelings that have influence over our behaviours, that are ineffective (6 categories that we will review shortly)re ineffective.We review what inner resources that the client can draw upon, their strengths, resiliency, values and support system.  We can use the **** When completing a case formulation for depression and/or anxiety, we look for the differences and the common themes. Those with anxiety are extremely motivated, have high energy, are fused with the future and very determined to get rid of their anxiety. They engage in avoidant behaviours, seek reassurance from others, have high expectations of self as seen in perfectionistic traits.Those with depression lack motivation, they are listless, with low energy and are disconnected from their values. There is a loss of purpose and no behavioural goals. They feel numb and empty. They are fused with emotional reasoning, ruminating about the past, dwelling on old regrets, bad events and foresee only a bleak, empty future. Statements such as “why me, I am worthless,”. They feel shut down, they dissociate from emotions, feel nothing, feel sad or feel numb. 



DO WHAT MATTERS

OPEN UP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contacting the present moment means flexibly bringing our awareness to either our physical world or the psychological world within us or both simultaneously.ACT is a mindfulness-based therapy, but we don’t want to sell being engaged in the present moment as mindfulness because it gets dodgy, there are way too many interpretations of mindfulness. Act is modern, secular, scientific, and based on behavioural analysis, not on mindfulness. Because mindfulness has many connotations, some misleading, this could lead to resistance in your clients, particularly if we try to link it to Buddha, people can get turned off. Humans already find it very hard to stay present. Contacting the present moment is not relaxation and its not meditation, its dropping an anchor amongst the chaos and not getting swept into the sea. Its staying psychologically present, consciously connecting with and engaging in whatever is happening in this moment, even if it brings one’s attention to difficult thoughts and feelings like sadness, pain, or shame. It is staying on task, noticing, observing, and paying attention… curious attention. It is easy to get caught up in our thoughts and lose touch with the world around us when depressed or anxious. We can spend a lot of time absorbed in thoughts about the past or the future. Instead of being fully conscious of our experience, we may operate on automatic pilot, merely “going through the motions.” Being in the present moment means we are conscious with an accepting attitude, we acknowledge what is here, paying attention with openness, curiosity and flexibility. 



THE FOUR D’s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we are not  contacting the present moment:we are not task-focusedwe are rigidInflexibleunable to shift our attentionAnd not keeping an eye on the tennis ballWe are less self-aware, particularly around our thoughts, feelings, emotions and physical sensationsWe have less self-control and we are no longer curiousOur awareness of others is distorted, their body language, we are less empathetic to them, we ruminate about what they may be thinking of us, we may be resentful and dwelling on the past (almost like driving your call looking out the rear view mirror)In session, we are monitoring our clients forDisconnection- is not fully feeling connected to the session, to loved ones, feeling very detachedDissociation- is the splitting off from the present moment, losing touch, zoning outDisengagement- is moving away, opting out of experiences, pleasurable activitiesDistractibility-clear deficits in the client’s ability to narrow their focus, broaden their focus, sustain or shift focus



LET YOUR VALUES GUIDE YOU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WHAT DO I WANT MY LIFE TO BE ABOUT?A value is a life direction, an internal compass which guides us throughout life. different to goals which have an end-point. Values are often life-long.  would like to be remembered for, or written as our epitaph, our headstone inscription. What would life look like if no values? Loss of purpose? A big void? Values give life meaning/purpose. Is it our relationships (be a good parent). Careers? Connecting with nature? Healthy living? Community service? Making a difference? Having identified our values, we know where we want to go in life, the direction we want to take. Values are how we want to behave every step of the wayValues are like life compasses: they guide us, give us directionValues are NOT:What we need from othersCodes of conductEthics or morals“Should’s” or “musts” or “have to’s” (if these words are in your vocabulary, they are not in touch with your values)Goals or rulesValues don’t tell us what's right/wrongValues can typically be said in 1 word (e.g., value = health, goal = stay in shape) (e.g., fairness, honesty, loving, caring, curiosity, justice, adventurous, etc.)If your “value” is said in a sentence, it is likely a rule, belief, judgment, commandment, etc.Things we ask our clients to help them get back in touch with their values areWhat do you want to be known for at the end of your life?What do you want written on your tombstone? Michelle was a woman of great……Core component of ACT is contact with values. We help clients determine who they want to be in life. Values are motivators in goal setting. One whole session clarifies values as they are the cornerstone of subsequent sessions. �Values are the place to start with goal setting and committed actionValues provide motivation, guidance, meaning and abundance. Shame is linked to our values. Ponder that today.



VALUES-BASED ACTIONS

WHAT IS NEEDED TO 
ACHIEVE GOALS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Committed  Action (Do What It Takes)Committed action means taking effective action, guided by our values. It’s all well and good to know our values, but it’s only through ongoing values-congruent action that life becomes rich, full, and meaningful. In other words, we won’t have much of a journey if we simply stare at the compass; our journey only happens when we move our arms and legs in our chosen direction. Values-guided action gives rise to a wide range of thoughts and feelings, both pleasant and unpleasant, both pleasurable and painful. Its overt behavior in the service of our values.Are goals enough? Goals are useful for something to aim for, but only so far as they help us act in ways that serve our valued directions. Setting goals and completing them aren’t the same thing. What else do I need?Home life supportive?Money to achieve?Action/effortMake a listKeep a clean space. Clutter doesn’t just physically get in the way, it’s scientifically proven to distract youMinimize other types of distractionsWake up super earlyMake the most of your weekendsStop procrastinatingFind people to help youConduct periodic progress check-insFind ways to motivate and reward yourselfKnow your barriersPreparing for barriersfear of failurethoughts, feelings, memories that are uncomfortable lack of resources (money, support, time, education, etc.)comparing self to otherslack of vision/focus/can’t see end resultperfectionism – trying to do too much too perfectlyafraid to leave comfort zonefailure to take consistent action – procrastination, poor time managementothers expectations



THE OBSERVING SELF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The observing self or Self as Context is the locus from which a person’s experience unfolds. It has no form or verbal content but it can be thought as the place from which observations are made. There are many names even in the ACT community for this process. Most of the time, it is called self-as-context but it is also called the observing self, the core you. Others say it is perspective taking, pure awareness and some call it the transcendent sense of self. ACT tries to assess what language or self-descriptions a client is struggling with that leads to inflexibility and tries to reduce the attachment to the conceptualized self.In ACT since we’re aiming to increase psychological flexibility, it would be helpful to assess what the client is struggling with that leads to inflexibility. Sometimes, people say, I’m a bad person. I’m a real piece of garbage. Other people say, I’m too nervous of a person to actually ask for a raise. Or another person might say, I’m depressed. And if you listen to what people say, they describe the self with certain concepts like bad person, too nervous, depressed. And you can already see how this will lead to behavioral rigidity, how it will influence psychological inflexibility.Self-as-context work helps loosen up attachment to the conceptualized self. Being attached to the conceptualized self is the other side of the spectrum from self-as-context. When people really buy their own self-descriptions, their behavior may become beholden to that language and influenced to restrict their own psychological flexibility. That can have a deleterious impact on a life well lived.Interestingly, if I were to ask you to tell us a bit about yourself, your responses would be stories created by you that include judgments, evaluations, thoughts, images, feelings, rules, memories, physical sensations, roles, and impulses that comprise your sense of self or what you call your identity. You might say “I am depressed”… you might say I can’t work” … “my friends don’t want me around”. In ACT we call this narrative collection of “I am” statements THE CONCEPTUALIZED SELF. While the conceptualized self is made up of the ever-changing content of thoughts, feelings, memories etc. the observing self is the stable, an unchanging perspective from which one thinks, feels, remembers etc. Our self-as-context refers to a sense of self that transcends the content of internal experiences.  What does that mean?  In other words, from this perspective, we are not defined by our thoughts, sensations, emptions, and memories, etc. In ACT, we are shifting from our conceptualized self to our observing self, a self that sees all in our inner and outer world.



DROP THE STRUGGLE

MAKE ROOM

EXPAND

OPEN UP 

LET IT FLOW

HOLD IT GENTLY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acceptance does not mean condoning or making light of painful experiences. It simply means we are committing to accept the facts as they are. Sometimes called Expansion, it’s a process about creating space for emotions, impulses, and feelings that we might otherwise suppress or avoid which allows us to avoid over-inflating them or wasting too much energy on them so that we can move on more easily.ACCEPTANCE IS ONGOING, TO LEARN IT, YOU MUST PRACTICE IT, AND EXPERIENCE IT.  IT IS AN ACTION. IT IS A CHOICE. IT INVOLVES BEING OPEN, ITS NOT WAITING FOR CHANGE.  ITS NOT LOSS OR RESIGNATION AS THE WORD SOMETIMES IMPLIES. ITS ACTUALLY AFFIRMING, AND EMPOWERING. Clients often think it means tolerating it, putting up with it, giving in to it, resigning yourself to it –or liking, wanting or approving of it. Better terms instead of ‘acceptance’ are: Drop the struggle with itMake room for it/ give it spaceExpand around it/ expansionOpen upLet it freely flow through youLet it come and stay and go as it chooses, in its own good timeHold it gently/lightly/softly/kindlyBreathe into itLet it be/Allow itSit with itSoften up/loosen up around itWillingnessOpennessFlexibilityAllowanceReceptivityCuriosity Acceptance is not forgiveness, or condoning other peoples bad behaviour. Acceptance is exposure, in service of your client’s values- to pursue values congruent with their goals, to do important things, to be the person they want to be. The first step in acceptance is what we call the The 3 a’s of acceptanceAcknowledging- difficult thoughts, feelingsAllowing- thoughts and feelings to be presentAccommodating- making room for and peace with their thoughts, to come and go



METAPHOR FOR 
ACCEPTANCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if what you're doing with your thoughts, memories, and feelings is like fighting with a ball in a pool? You don't like these thoughts, you don't want them, and you want them out of your life. So you try to push the ball (or your thoughts) under the water and out of your consciousness. However, the ball keeps popping back up to the surface, so you have to keep pushing it down or holding it under the water. Struggling with the ball in this way keeps it close to you, and it's tiring and futile. If you were to let go of the ball, it would pop up and float on the surface near you, and you probably wouldn't like it. But if you let it float there for a while without grabbing it, it could eventually drift away to the other side of the pool. And even if it didn't, at least you'd be able to use your arms and enjoy your swim, rather than spending your free time fighting. So, there are  about 100 metaphors we can use in ACT, that make complex situations easier for a client to grasp.



FUSED STUCK HOOKED DEFUSED UNSTUCK UNHOOKED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
cognitive fusion” describes times when we are so tightly stuck to our thoughts, we become “fused” to them. We can’t separate ourselves from our thoughts, they become our reality. We feel disconnected from the world outside our thoughts, our senses, what we’re doing, and the people around us. The opposite of “cognitive fusion” is “cognitive defusion.” -involves taking a step back from what’s going on in our minds, and detaching a little from our thoughts., we can observe our inner processes without getting lost, stuck or fused with them. simply notice our thoughts, watch them, accept them and let them go if we choose to. When fused, we miss out on life, our lives get narrow, we are stuck and rigid, we lose opportunities, we get trapped and stop doing meaningful things- get peers to do the narrow life exceriseDo we target all fusion, heck no. It shows up for all people all the time. We would frustrate the client if we made them get unhooked from every thought and every emotion. Good questions for your clients are How much are you missing out onHow are is it for you to take actionWhat is it like to unhook yourselfIs it easier to engage, focus, take action It is important to tell the client that defusion is not to get rid of uncomfortable experiences. ASK THE GROUP WHERE THEY SEE FUSION WITH THOUGHTS IN THEIR DEPRESSED AND ANXIOUS CLIENTS



THE URGE TO RUSH IN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“First dance in the dark, then lead to the light” to convey the importance of a calm, patient, empathic approach for helping highly fused clients to gently defuse.When our clients are stumbling around in a thick, black, impenetrable smog of fusion, we naturally feel an urge to flick on the high beams of defusion and light up a path out of the darkness. The problem is, if we rush into defusion techniques without first taking the time to truly empathize, see things from the client’s perspective, validate her pain and suffering, then it’s not likely to go well. Rather, it’s likely to invalidate the client and ramp up fusion. So when a client is fused with the past, let’s first “dance in the dark” for a while, and “lead her to the light.” acknowledge and allow the fusion for a while; sit with it, instead of rushing in to disperse or FIX IT. Dancing in the dark would involve: A. Listening with openness and curiosity B. Seeing things from the client’s perspective C. Empathizing, normalizing, and validating 



METAPHORS

ALTERNATE WAYS OF 
LOOKING AT SOMETHING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metaphors are used in ACT to help understand complex phenomena ie values are the foundation of a house you are building, holding a beach ball down in the water is like stuffing your difficult inner private experiences down for a long time.  They are powerful tools that help clients connect with their values and give them the motivation needed to make a real, conscious commitment to change. However, they are not enough on their own to evoke acceptance, they are useful but merely a segue. And we need to read our audience, they may come across as invalidating.Suppose you and I fall into a deep muddy hole (the hole of depression, the hole of anxiety, the hole of cravings and so forth).When we fall in to one of these holes we want to get out. So we look in our bag of tools for something that will help and we pull out a shovel, the only thing helpful in the bag. Shovels are great at moving mud so you and I start digging. Immediately, we have more space. But then we look up, and find that we are deeper. So, we dig some more, more often, with bigger shovels, trying to get out of these mud walls. But, we are still in this hole, and it’s getting deeper. So, of course, digging will never get us out of this hole, it’s hopeless.” So, we can ask our clients, if the situation they are in is something like that, what do you need to do? DROP THE SHOVEL, DROP THE STRUGGLE



DROPPING ANCHOR
DROPPING THE STRUGGLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dropping anchor is a very useful skill. You can use it for handling difficult thoughts, feelings, emotions, memories, urges and sensations more effectively; switching off auto-pilot and engaging in life; grounding and steadying yourself in difficult situations; disrupting flashbacks and rumination, disrupting obsessing and worrying; focusing your attention on the task or activity you are doing; developing more self-mastery; and as a ‘circuit-breaker’ for impulsive, compulsive, aggressive, addictive or other problematic behaviours . this skill is often used as a first step in handling flashbacks, panic attacks, chronic pain, Now, I am going to ask you to think of a situation that conjures up mild emotions, thoughts, or physical sensations,  or flashbacks etc. Sit in these uncomfortable private experiences for a moment… DO NOT USE A REALLY DIFFICULT SITUATIONDropping anchor involves playing around with a simple formula: ACEA-acknowledge thoughts feelings flashbacks memories- Silently and kindly acknowledge whatever is ‘showing up’ inside you: thoughts, feelings, emotions, memories, sensation, urges. Take the stance of a curious scientist, observing what’s going on in your inner world.C-come back into your body: Slowly pushing your feet hard into the floor. Slowly straightening up your back and spine; if sitting, sitting upright and forward in your chair. Slowly pressing your fingertips together. Slowly stretching your arms or neck, shrugging your shoulders. Polyvagal breathing 3 seconds in and 6 out, in half of outE- engaging in what you are doing and with the world, Get a sense of where you are and refocus your attention on the activity you are doing-Look around the room and notice 5 things you can see.• Notice 3 or 4 things you can hear.• Notice what you can smell or taste or sense in your nose and mouth• Notice what you are doingNOTE: please don’t skip the A of ACE; it’s so important to keep acknowledging the thoughts and feelings present, especially if they are difficult or uncomfortable. If you skip the A, this exercise will turn into a distraction technique – which it’s not supposed to be.MODIFY THIS AS NEEDED�If you’re pushed for time, just do a 30 second version: run through the ACE cycle once �If you’re up for a challenge, run through the ACE cycle extremely slowly, over and over, for 5 to 10 minutes. �There are literally hundreds of ways to modify this exercise, to accommodate your needs (e.g. physical pain) or �overcome any difficulties you may have with it. Please ask your counselor or health practitioner how to do so. �PRACTICE OFTEN �Also remember, you can practice these kinds of exercises, any time, any place, any activity. �And it’s a good idea to practice them often in less challenging situations, when your thoughts and feelings are less �difficult, so you can build up your skill levels. �Over time, the idea is to use this in more challenging situations, when your thoughts and feelings are more difficult. 



POLYVAGAL BREATHING THE BREATH OF LIFE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vagus nerve which is a squiggly, shaggy, branching nerve connecting most of the major organs between the brain and colon, like a system of roots or cables. It is the longest nerve in the body, and technically it comes as a pair of two vagus nerves, one for the right side of the body and one for the left. It’s called “vagus” because it wanders, like a vagrant, among the organs. The vagus nerve has been described as “largely responsible for the mind-body connection,” for its role as a mediator between thinking and feeling. Through polyvagal breathing we are stimulate the vagus nerve,” which activates your relaxation response, reducing your heart rate and blood pressure.” The vagus nerve is basically listening to the way we breathe, and it sends the brain and the heart whatever message our breath indicates.So, it acts as a brake on the stress response,” research suspects that the Vagus Nerve Is the Key to Well-being. the ventral  (front) of the vagus nerve is for social engagement, OPEN, curious, engaged, PRESENT, is part of the parasympathetic NS, it is rest and digest, Netflix and chill - A good way to remember it is BREED AND FEED. The dorsal or back, is the emergency shut down mode, and is the fight, flight or freeze, flop and drop, when an immobility occurs in the face of a threat. clients want to know the science behind their symptoms. So, I do spend some time explaining about the nerve and its role in managing depressive and anxious symptoms. I teach polyvagal in first session because the client needs to start opening up to their symptoms so they can manage them inside and outside of therapy. 4-8 or 3-6 exhale double inhale



GROUNDING & CENTERING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In ACT we use:being present (mindfulness), engaging with our world, doing what matters (values-based), and opening up (the triflex) in grounding and centering. We take time to notice our state, i.e. dissociation, rage, shame etc., we acknowledge how difficult it is to open up to the uncomfortable inner stuff (under our skin), so we turn toward our pain, instead of away from it, acknowledging our pain and suffering, expanding our awareness, being a part of our emotional stress no matter how great- so being psychologically flexible as mentioned. Expansion means opening up and making room for difficult feelings, urges and sensations – thereby allowing them to ‘flow through’ you without a struggle. This leads to less sufferingI’ve found I like to plant the seeds for Self As Context or the observing self as early as possible, with most clients. The part of you that notices, to step back and watch whatever arises, surfaces, or appears- it’s the opposite to that conceptualized selfThere are many ways you can help a client ground, tree roots out of their feet, feet in the grass, movement, getting up and moving limbs and pelvis without moving feet, so still grounded to the earth. I teach this as well, with permission from the client in first session, and come back to it often.



IN SUICIDE ALL I VALUE IS GETTING RID OF MY PAIN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vicious cycle of suicidality can leave a therapist with increased fear and anxiety. And so what do you think the therapist can do for themselves? Drop an anchor and self-compassion. 1 out of 2 of your suicidal clients have been actively suicidal over the last 2 weeks. So not chronically or passively but actively. When we review chronically suicidal clients, we see that  Painful private experiences arise, there is fusion with these, and the client wants desperately to get rid of them, there is then an increase in self-judgement and the painful inner experiences become a threat. This leads to fight or flight response which leads to experiential avoidance.Then, there is a rebound effect, a paradoxical impact where the intensity and frequency of experiential avoidance increases, and painful experiences increase, fusion increases, and there are numerous life costs. Ultimately, we want the client to look at all of this with openness, curiosity and flexibility. But when the client feels that their pain is intolerable, their pain is interminable (never-ending), and their pain is inescapable, they will remain suicidal. We know that certain things reinforce suicidal behaviour. Antecedents such as talking, fantasizing, thinking, threatening and attempting occurThese give the client some temporary relief from their pain (we call this a reinforcing consequence)There is overt avoidance, the client will avoid people, places, things, and events The client diminishes their responsibilitiesThe client’s attention goes upThe client may make an attempt in order to get forgiveness from someoneThe client may identify with a hero or idolThe client may find that thinking about suicide as an option, distracts them for their other issuesSuicide may prevent abandonment or  acts as a means of escape from punishmentRemember that the greatest pain almost, always is linked to the client’s values. Some of the questions we can ask to get at the client’s values, strengths, coping skills etc. are:What brought you to session today? (client wants to kill self but comes to session)Up until now, what has stopped you from doing it? Letting parents down, owning a dog- we stop and validate how they are staying alive for someone else, and we link this to their valuesWe reframe and link a client’s statements to their values ie “I am such a loser, I would probably even screw up killing myself” – we can say “Part of you that cares enough of yourself is that part of you that doesn’t want to make your life worse”- this is linked to self-protection and self-careWe can use defusion with suicide. The client is fused with helplessness, hopelessness, and they believe that suicide will help with that. When the client says “life sucks”. With permission, you help the client to notice their pain, name the pain and normalize what they are fused with.  A good question is “what in your life is so painful that it makes suicide an option?”Another is “What do you do to escape?”Here we are watching body language, posture, movements, comments, this helps you to assess if the client is open to connecting with their physical sensations, thoughts and feelings. We test to see if the client is ready for self-compassion, you can ask them to put a kind hand over the area of discomfortYou can ask the client to feel their love and pain at the same time. This is the use of the observing selfIf self-love/self-compassion is too heavy at this point, you can start with self-protectionSelf-compassion is a goal in ACT, we are building step by step, its acknowledging one’s pain and responding to self with kindness



SELF-COMPASSION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In practicing self-compassion, we recognize our pain and suffering, we acknowledge our needs for caring and comfort, soothing and being seen, safety and security, and we respond to these needs with kindness, warmth and openness.  Instead of ignoring our own inner cries of distress (through distraction, drugs, dissociation etc.) or punishing them (through self-harming or harsh self-judgment), we respond to them kindly. People with mental illness often have a lot of shame, guilt, and difficult emotions that lead to cruel, harsh self-opinions. Sadly, Many people have little or no experience of self-compassion, and some may find it threatening or overwhelming and difficult.  The good thing is, it is easy to learn.  Clients can experiment with new responses to their pain through the core 6 processes of ACT. Even singing the Frozen song “let it go” is a great defusion technique. Imagery is a powerful way to help clients develop self-compassion, we can do loving kindness mediations, kind caregiver analogies where someone in the client’s life is kind and soothing when they are suffering. Imaging warm white light going into the parts of the body that the client has suffering. Inner child work and work around shame to repair the client’s inner critic. Helping the client to bring awareness to their bodies and minds and heart. Often my job is to connect the dots with the client, helping them to conceptualize themselves, bringing theirthoughts, behaviours, urges, emotions and physical sensations together.



Acknowledging Pain

Defusing from Self-judgment

Acting with Kindness

Experiential Acceptance

Validation

Connectedness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clients don’t dive in right away to therapy, most go slow and dip their toe in the water gently. They can be even slower when trying to unpack their pain and deconstruct their fear, depression and anxiety. You and I know that self-compassion is one of the hardest things to accept. There are 6 key parts to developing self-compassion during to consider:We need to acknowledge the anxious or depressed client’s pain and hurt that exists in this moment. This is the first step toward acceptance. Avoidance starts when we are toddlers, our parents keep us from eye-balling that cookie. So its very natural to want to distract, stuff experiences down and downright avoid. We need to help clients defuse from self-judgment, because our minds judge naturally, it criticizes, puts us down in a natural healthy state, so this is ten-fold in anxious, depressed individuals. If you have worked with an individual with depressed and anxious symptoms, there can be harsh, cruel and punitive things that we tell ourselves.Acting with kindness to oneself which is the core of compassion, we use this with inner child work, through loving kindness meditations, good deeds, self-touch, self talk i.e. “go easy on yourself”. “be gentle”.Accepting our lives experientially, remember though that we only target experiential avoidance that is extreme and making one’s life worse. Validation- “something is wrong with me, if I feel and think like this, I must be defective”. We validate this as completely normal. This is a good opportunity to explain the inner workings of the brain, the caveman brain, the modern brain.And lastly, connectedness, notice name and unhook from one’s self judgment, and one’s thoughts like “I am the only one suffering, no one understands me, why me”. So, the problem is not having such thoughts, the problem is fusing with them which creates a sense of disconnection. If we develop a sense of connectedness with others through defusion, our clients actively defuse from these thoughts



SLOWING DOWN

LEANING IN 

OPENING UP 

WARM LIGHTING & COMPASSION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often when clients and therapists often speed up when either are feeling overwhelmed.SLOW is an acronym to help us pause and reflect.S- slowing down- Physically, we can do grounding techniques, polyvagal breathing, pushing our feet into the floor, moving pushing fingers together, slow down your voice, pause longerL- leaning in to the client, the therapist backs off, leans back physically when it gets psychologically difficult for the client, and we lead the client into curiosity as ableO-Open up. WE breathe in with the client into the client’s discomfort. We allow thoughts and feelings to just be thereW- Warm light surrounding the client, increasing compassion and self-compassion for both the therapist and the client, we say things like “this is really painful for  you”



DEPRESSION ANXIETY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All day long humans do 2 things.Do toward moves, so doing things that are moving us toward that rich lifeORDo away moves, moves that are ineffective, moving us away from our rich life



CHOICE POINT

SITUATION 

(THOUGHTS OR FEELINGS)

AWAY MOVES (HOOKED)

TOWARD (VALUED LIVING)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a fantastic unhooking, defusing tool that you can use in sessions with your clients almost every session if need be. It is useful with teens. Can be used as informed consent.Great for your case formulation in that first session or future conceptualizations.You get buy in from your client.Great at deconstructing the DSM labels. “The label on the jam jar is not the jam, so look at the jam”.Can be used at the end of session to review what you worked on.Can be homework..Can set the agenda for next session.Can be used as a defusion technique to reinforce values.The CP allows you to record key aspects of the situation, the difficult inner experiences that show up, the values, skills, and strengths used by your client to respond effectively to that situation. At the end of the day, the behaviours are either value consistent or value inconsistent. Sometimes, you may hear your client say “but I can’t help it”, which in itself is fusion. We want positive reinforcement of psychological flexible behaviour. The choice pint Challenging situation: Choice pointAway: Acting ineffectively, behaving unlike the person you want to be, this is seen in anxiety where the client is catastrophizing and engaging in seeking reassurance or avoidant behaviours, in depression, you may see self-loathing thoughts, drug use, social isolation and disengagement for exampleHooks: Difficult or unhelpful thoughts, feelings, sensations and memories that ‘hook’ youTowards: Acting effectively, behaving like the person you want to be, doing what matters, what you loveHelpers: Values, strengths and skills that help you to act like the kind of person you want to be



CREATIVE HOPELESSNESS

CLINGING TIGHTLY TO THE AGENDA OF EXPERIENCIAL AVOIDANCE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CH as part of acceptance work that helps to heal the past. The aim of it is to open people to the “agenda of acceptance”. CH is an optional part of the ACT model. But not always necessary. We use it if we suspect or know a client is clinging tightly to the “agenda of emotional control”: In order to have a good life, I need to control how I feel: to get rid of unwanted thoughts & feelings, and replace them with more desirable ones. Clients clinging tightly to  the“ control agenda” are high in experiential avoidance. People go through life thinking that pain is the problem when in actuality it’s the strategies that they used in attempts to decrease the pain, it’s going through life avoiding pain and all the time, money and disappointment when its still there. For emotionally dysregulated persons with BPD, trauma for example, creative hopelessness can be very confronting for them. Using gentle metaphors like the anxiety or depression monster, quicksand etc can define the control agenda in a soft way.We want our clients to recognize that there are other alternatives to avoiding. We always check in with our clients after using this technique, sometimes they feel like a loser, or they feel sad over years of suffering.Pain relief can come from dropping the avoidance of pain.We use compassionate validation of our client’s reactions- sad, angry, anxious, shame, guilt. We normalize this, and if they are overwhelmed after, we drop anchor, be present, and open up.We ALWAYS VALIDATE HOW THE CLIENT HAS USED STRATEGIES IN THE SHORT-TERM – That gave them some relief. I always say to my clients, “no one could ever call you lazy, you truly tried so many things to work through your pain”. WE can get really experiential by using defusion, grounding and expanding awareness. And if all else fails, and the client is not ready to a new agenda, or they shift for only a short time, you may have to cycle back to creative hopelessness. Barriers do exist, clients remain stuck and not readily open, but hopefully they feel validated, as we teach them that they can tolerate discomfort.What Have You Tried? Get a sense of their experiential avoidance strategies, their emotional control strategies i.e. alcohol, drugs, self-harming, promiscuity, eating, stealing (use the DOTS sheet)How Has It Worked?We want to gently ask 'how has that worked'Does that work?Does that give you some relief?Does that make you feel better?Is it giving you the life you want?In the long term….How does it work?Is it solving these issues or problems?Is it giving you the life you wanted to lead? What Has It Cost?Tease out the unpleasant and unexpected costs to the behaviours. Have there been any unintended consequences?Has this had any negative impact on your health or relationships?Have there been any unexpected costs?Is it creating any new problems for you?Other things you can ask your client are:1.I’ll know things are getting better when....2.I’ll know my life is improving when.... 3.I’ll know I'm improving when....



NOT MAKING PROGRESS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resistance means the client is not making progress and there are several factors that can be contributing to this.Treatment mismatchDiscordant therapeutic relationshipSecondary gains or consequencesThe client is highly fusedTogether the therapist and client have developed excessive goals that exceed their resources such as time, money and energyThe client continues to avoid discomfortRemoteness from one’s valuesAnd there are probably many more



PROVIDING CLARITY IN THE CONSENT

EMBODYING ACT IN SESSION

PROS AND CONS OF CHANGE

DECONSTRUCTING SELF-DEFEATING 
BEHAVIOURS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We help the client to overcome resistance by being really clear from the get go when we completed the informed consent and we told them the aim is to push them past their comfort zone. When clients say yes but don’t really get it, we set the relationship up for conflictWhen doing pros and cons of resistance with the client, we are increasing their conscious awareness around change rather than continuing with problematic behaviours both short and long-term. This leads to workability (is what you are doing working for you in so many words)- how are they impacting your health? Your relationships, work etc.?We help the client to defuse from difficult inner experiences that lead to experiential avoidanceWe help the client to open up to their discomfort, we tap into their values “am I willing to accept discomfort” to embrace my values, those things that are important to meWe get back to realistic and attainable goals
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QUESTIONS



YOURSELF
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